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Contents

To say the months of the
year and the date

dates, months, ordinal numbers (21st-31st)

To use indefinite pronouns

Anyone, anything, anywhere, everyone,
everything, everywhere, no one, nothing,
nowhere, someone, something, somewhere
Simple past with regular and irregular verbs.
Affirmative, negative
Ask and answer questions
We got here a week ago.
We didn’t visit Uluru.
Did you go away last month?
There’s too much plastic.
There are too many cars.
The land is too dry.
I watch TV too much.
There isn’t enough water.
The air isn’t clean enough.
Have you ever eaten black beans?
Have you ever danced samba?
Yes, I have / No, I haven’t.
He has / He hasn’t eaten black beans.

To use the simple past with
ago

To use too and enough.

To use the present perfect to
talk about experiences.

To tell time

How long have you been at the bus stop?
We’ve been here since five after four.
We’ve been here for fifteen minutes.
telling the time:
Numbers 1 to 60
five/ten/quarter/twenty/twenty-five after/ to
(three), a.m., p.m.,
How long does it take you to (get to school)?
It takes (me)…,
What were you doing at (twenty-five to eight to
morning)?
WHILE – WHEN

To use the past progressive
and simple past in compound
sentences
To use conjunctions so and
because.

While I was cleaning my bike, my sister was
watching TV.
It was getting hot when Mom came out.
The weather’s really cold, so we have to wear
warm clothes.
Today we couldn’t go skiing because it was
foggy. Heavily.

To use “use for” and “use
to” to talk about the function
of objects.
To read and understand a
text

It was used for cooking / to cook food. Ovens
like this are used for making/to make bread
and pizza today.
Reading comprehension: solve exercises about
a story or article.

